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Virtuous monks,
The three realms lack tranquility,
Just like a burning house.

It is not a place where you remain for long.    The death-dealing demon impermanence 
comes in an instant, without discriminating between noble and base, old and young.
If you wish to differ in no way from the patriarch Buddha, just don’t seek outside.    The 
pure light in your single thought – this is the dharmakaya Buddha within your own house.
The non-discriminating light in your single thought– this is the sambhogakaya Buddha 
within your own house.    The non-differentiating light in your single thought– this is the 
nirmanakaya Buddha within your own house.    This threefold body is you, listening to 
my discourse, right now, before my very eyes.

Rinzai Roku ch. 10

Wow, what strong language Rinzai uses here!    Rinzai has been speaking about all
sorts of things up until now, but all that talk was just in preparation for this really strong 
language he is using here.    If you look at the exact words which are used, Rinzai uses 
slightly different words than are used in the Lotus Sutra, but what he’s saying is exactly 
the same.

As I always say, as I’ve been repeating over these past days, the origin, the foun-
dation is an activity in which there are two opposing activities becoming one and then 
separating over and over again.    Then within this process, this repetitive oneness and 
facing of the two activities, friction occurs, and through this friction the actual separation 
of the “couple” you can say, occurs, and then the worlds of mother, father, and child ap-
pear at the same time.    This is the principle you really must contemplate.    One is three.   
Within this one world, three worlds appear.    This is the world of substance.    This is the 
world of mother, father, and child, the world of past, present and future.    The world be-
fore the self is born is a world of simple activity.    This is the world before substance.    
The child, the mother, the father, none of them are yet born.    Within the state of the root 
source, the origin, there is no self.    It’s different than the world of substance.    If we 
name it, we can name it the spiritual realm.    The world of the activity of the spirit.    

Inside your brain there are lots and lots of things you’ve learned, based on the 
standpoint of the unconditionally recognized I am self, and in order to wash this brain, in 
order to really investigate this state of the source there are many koans formulated, such 
as What is mu?    What is zero?    What is true love?    All of these koans, What is true 
love? What is Joshu’s mu?    What is the one hand sound?    They are all pointing to this 
world beyond the world of substance.    

We are stuck in thinking about good and bad, about God and the devil, about love 



and hate.    Unconditionally recognizing this self, and thinking from the standpoint of this 
self, we think about love and hate, good and bad.    We have to wash our brains of this 
consciousness which is based on the unconditionally recognized self.    Somehow or an-
other we have to wash our brains in order to manifest the wisdom which clearly knows 
this consciousness based on the unconditionally recognized self is not the true conscious-
ness.    

And there are many koans for this purpose, such as, Where does love come from? 
Where does hate come from? Who manifests love and hate?    Although you say, “I 
passed this koan.    I passed that koan,” actually you remain just as you were before, 
firmly fixated on your unconditionally recognized I am self.    When you really experi-
ence this true nature, true love, there is no good, there is no bad, there is no self to recog-
nize the I am self, there’s just this experience of “aaahhh.”    What you are doing is mani-
festing the heart-mind of zero when you actually embody this true love.    There is neither 
good nor bad.    

For those of you who have received the koans of one hand sound, or Joshu’s mu 
and say, “I understand,” I want you to really reflect at this point.    Since I’ve come to 
America, although I may have slipped up and given it out a couple of times, I actually 
have made it a practice to not give this koan of Joshu’s mu.    For people who have expe-
rienced true love, to those I suppose it’s okay to give them this Joshu’s mu koan.    Mu-
mon Osho, the compiler of the Mumonkan, worked on this koan of Joshu’s mu for six 
years.

When you see a flower and completely experience that flower, then for the first
time you can experience a self which has no meaning.    A self which is simply this

“aahhh.”    The true self is the one which utters this “haaaa.”      Without being able to
manifest this meaningless “haaaa,” you just blabber on and on.    So, in order to wash

your brains I must teach in many various ways.    I have to shake your hand.    I have to
grap your nose.    I have to pull your ears.    Without this sort of teaching I can’t wash your

brain.    
Everyone has heard of Hakuin Zenji, the famous Zen teacher.    Well, after Hakuin

had enlightenment into Joshu’s mu he went way out of his way to visit a master named 
Shoju Ronin at his temple Shoju-an.    Hakuin was taken to Shoju-an by Shoju Ronin’s 
disciple who was named Jitaku, or Shotaku.    Jitaku had told Hakuin, “Your enlighten-
ment is not the real thing.    Come see my teacher.    He will show you what I mean.”    
And in this way Hakuin went to visit Shoju-an.    Hakuin was only twenty four at this 
time.    This the time of life when you have the most energy.    So Hakuin came to have his
first interview with the Roshi Shoju Ronin, and they spoke about various things.    They 
got talking and were completely involved in their talking.    Then Hakuin was asked by 
the master, “So, what is you enlightenment into Joshu’s mu?”    Hakuin said, “I have al-
ready spit out, into the void, all such things like Joshu’s mu!”    What a good answer.    
But in response to this answer, Shoju Ronin, who was a powerful man, a kendo master, 
reached out and pulled Hakuin’s big nose, hard.    Hakuin couldn’t say anything here, just 
“eeerrrr.”    The master said, “You’ve got a big nose, you!” and in so saying gave him a 
walloping kick in the chest.    That is when Hakuin, it is said, finally had a real insight 
into Joshu’s mu, although I don’t know this for certain myself.    People who say they 
have enlightenment into Joshu’s mu can be said to be idiotic to a considerable degree.    
They are the types who unconditionally recognize this activity of consciousness which is 



based on the recognition of the I am self.    Real activity of consciousness is completely 
different.    The real activity of consciousness is simply the activity of zero.    

Psychology is very popular these days, and I have a feeling that somewhere in 
psychological literature this complete consciousness is defined.    As a temporary expedi-
ent we teach in Zen that the complete self is the manifestation of this complete conscious-
ness.    A real gentleman won’t ask, “What is true love?”    Because he’s already doing this
activity of true love.    A noble woman won’t ask, “What is true love?”    because she al-
ready knows.    For real Zen students you don’t ask, “What is true love?”    “What is true 
Buddha?” “What is true God?” “What is Joshu’s mu?”    “What is the truth?”    So there is 
a very strictly enforced rule in Zen training centers.    “Don’t talk about koans.”    If you 
hear about it from other people it won’t do you any good anyway.    No matter how much 
you listen to other people’s experience, because it isn’t your own, it is just like a dream 
talk.    When I look at your answers in sanzen, I know right away if you are just imitating 
something you’ve heard from someone else.    I know right away that you are the type of 
person who spends their break time jabbering away with other people.    Your practice is 
the experience of your love.    It isn’t necessary to talk with other people about it.    It is a 
really stupid way to go about your practice.    

If you understand this principle, then you’ll understand that the world of past, 
present and future is the world of substance.    When these three worlds become one, then 
this is the world of true love, the world of zero.    You should understand this too.    Here, 
within Jemez Zen, they talk about zero a lot, but what you really must do is have kensho, 
experience this zero for yourself.    Try going in the hot springs here at Jemez.    Anyone 
who goes in the hot springs will be able to experience this zero.    Please try this hot 
spring practice.    But if you jump into the hot springs and just start chattering away with 
your friends, then the experience of true love will elude you, and there isn’t any need for 
you to go into the hot springs.    I don’t know if you’re using the hot springs or not, but 
you must have this experience of zero through plunging into the hot springs.    When you 
jump in the hot springs, God, the devil, everything disappears.    “I am a sinner,” “I am a 
good person,” these sorts of thoughts also disappear.    “I am a man, ” or    “I am a 
woman,” these thoughts also disappear.    This complete wisdom is the wisdom of the 
Bodhisattva.

What Rinzai is speaking about here is the true Buddha.    This Buddha is the per-
sonification of zero.    We call this the dharmakaya in Tathagata Zen.    He was going on 
and on about a lot of stuff in preparation for this, but this is what he really wants to talk 
about.    Rinzai is calling out in front of all of you in what way you are to grasp this true 
Buddha, this dharmakaya, and I want you to really think about it clearly.    He has been 
rather long-winded up until now, but in order to explain the dharmakaya he hardly has to 
speak at all.    It’s so simple, you don’t have to talk about it.    But all of you, wanting to 
meet the true Buddha, wanting to realize the truth, you are looking to the right, and look-
ing to the left.    So, all of you, true God, is it in heaven or in hell?    People who have 
been doing zazen here for a while have probably experienced this koan.    

But what does Rinzai say here?    He says, “All of you are manifesting this thing 
called your self.    All of you have this thing called your self.”    What he is screaming at 
you is that all of you are manifesting this self which is the present moment, and this self 
has the past, and it has the future, doesn’t it?!    When you have this self which has the ac-
tivity of the present mind as its content, which is standing up in the present, all of you, 



aren’t you looking at the past, and looking at the future?    This should clarify what he is 
saying.    The present which is looking upon the past and future is not the true present.    
It’s the incomplete present.    As long as we’re standing upon this incomplete present, 
we’ll be looking upon past and future.    How about when this present makes the future 
and past activities completely its content?    What happens then?    This present is no 
longer the present which must suffer being controlled by past and future.    This is the ab-
solute present.    This is true time, true zero.    This is what Rinzai is saying here.    

Of course, within this zero activity the self will appear.    Rinzai names this activ-
ity of zero, “pure light.”      This is the activity of light which has no need to be dirty.    All 
of you, when you manifest this pure light, then you will be manifesting the complete self. 
In the text he talks about “ichi nen shin,” which is translated, “your one thought.”    I’m 
not sure if “one thought” is a good translation, but anyway, this one thought embraces 
past, present and future.    It’s the manifestation of true love.    Where is this complete, 
pure activity of heart, of mind?    It is nowhere other than the self.    And there is no self 
other than this pure activity of mind.    So people talk about pure Buddha, or true God, but
there is no Buddha or God outside of this pure activity of mind.    So Rinzai is saying that,
although we go around saying “dharmakaya, dharmakaya” a lot, there is nothing strange 
about it at all.    It’s simply the activity of mind your very self is manifesting.    That’s why
we have a practice called “dharmakaya practice.”    

If you speak from the perspective of a religion which believes in God, then this
dharmakaya would be God.    But dharmakaya is never a fixated thing.    Dharmakaya

does the activity of appearing as past, present, and future, and then having past, present
and future disappear, and manifesting zero.    If you fixate this activity of zero, then it is
no longer the dharmakaya.    When past, present and future are unified, this is zero, but if
you fixate this zero, then it’s no longer the dharmakaya.    And on the other hand, if you

say dharmakaya appears as past, present and future, and you fixate on that, then again it’s
no longer the dharmakaya.    It’s okay to think about true compassion, or true love, or

truth, but if you fixate ideas of truth or true love or God or the devil, then your practice
becomes a mistaken sort of practice.    

For example, what will happen if you fixate true love?    You might say true love 
is when plus and minus, man and woman, manifest unification.    What will happen if you
fixate that situation?    Even if this embrace lasts for just one minute, very seriously, the 
plus activity will start smelling of plus, and the minus activity will start smelling of mi-
nus, and it will become impossible to continue the embrace.    Someone will have to say, 
“Sorry, I’ve got to get up and go to the bathroom,” and in so doing, separation will occur. 
True love, you can see, is never a fixated thing.    The condition of being separate will al-
ways come up.    

When this separation happens, what sort of world is manifest?    Even in separa-
tion, it’s still just one world.    Men and women are living together within this one world.   
Unless you are able to manifest the wisdom which knows that this self is together with all
others, whether it’s in unification or separation, then you are not able to manifest the true 
dharmakaya.    In the case of separation, each and every self does the activity of resurrec-
tion and manifests the resurrected self.    This personal self is either a man or a woman.    
At this point a koan comes up, where is the ressurected self?    Where is the home of the 
resurrected self?    Men are manifesting their own particular home, and women are mani-
festing their own particular home.    In this case, the men can’t enter the women’s world, 



and the women can’t enter the men’s world, and so they must mutually respect each other.
This situation, in which the men and women are both manifesting their own particular 
characters, and making a home thereby, occurs, but it can not continue for long.    

Although you are not able to manifest the consciousness which understands this, 
the particular worlds being manifest will inevitably manifest the activity of being together
in one world, even though you are not conscious of it.    This is a difficult place to under-
stand.    You have a particular home, but fixating this particular home, both men and 
women are doing the activity of experiencing this one world.    You are doing this activity 
without being conscious of it.    This shows the difficulty of Zen practice.    If you do 
zazen seriously for five or ten years, you might be able to catch on to this.    

To present one example, if you do in-breathing you manifest the world of in-
breathing.    This can be called the world of woman.    And if you do out-breathing you 
will manifest the perspective of man, and make the home of man.    This is what we mean 
by breathing zen.    All of you, when you do out-breathing, don’t you think that in-breath-
ing isn’t appearing?    Isn’t that true?    I bet you’re thinking when the woman is in-breath-
ing, then the man can just rest.    If you ask a scientist or a doctor of the present about this,
probably they will explain it like this, agreeing that when you’re breathing out you aren’t 
breathing in and vice versa. 

But in Zen, we have a really weird way of thinking about it.    We say that, if you 
think that when you’re breathing out, in-breathing is resting, and when you’re breathing 
in, out-breathing is resting, that kind of thinking is just self-centered and arbitrary.    
When the man is doing out-breathing, simultaneously the woman is doing in-breathing.

Tathagata Zen rejects this way of thinking, the way of thinking that says that 
when the man is breathing out, the woman is just resting.    That way of thinking is just 
arbitrary, selfish, and it represents in this world of breathing, the attempt to conquer 
woman by man.

This kind of thinking comes up, which is the conquering sort of mentality, the
mentality that the man says, “You must obey me,” and the woman, oppositely says to the
man, “You must obey me.”    But actually, when woman is taking the lead, the man must
follow the woman.    Also, when the man is taking the lead, the woman must follow the

man.    Without doing this, this true activity won’t appear.    The details of this principle of
following one another will come up later, and for now, what I want to emphasize here is

that the idea of one-sidedly only breathing out or only breathing in is incorrect.
In-breathing and out-breathing are occurring simultaneously.    You can’t just do 

in-breathing arbitrarily forever.    The man can’t just do out-breathing endlessly.    In-
evitably, out-breathing and in-breathing, because they’re both acting, will oppose each 
other, and tiredness will come up and they will rest.

In this condition of out-breathing and in-breathing opposing each other and rest-
ing, a new self arises.    Finally this new self has been born.    This is the talk about the 
sambhogakaya, which comes up next.    The dharmakaya doesn’t fixate itself as dhar-
makaya.    It gives birth to what you can call its disciple, or its child.




